
Year 1 Key Vocabulary: Abacus 

Term Place value Addition and 

subtraction 

Multiplication and 

division 

Shape and measure Fractions, decimals, 

percentages 
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add, counting, how many?, 

numbers, pairs, together,  

check, count back, count on, 

missing number, order, estimate, 

first, guess, less than, more than, 

number, second, third, dice, 

domino, highest, match, number 

card, pattern, largest, middle, 

smallest, empty, estimate, 

grouping, guess, less than, more 

than, nought, set, zero, 

between, fewest, fullest guess, 

least, less, more, most, sets, zero 

number line, match, matching, 

number bond, number sentence, 

pair, how many?, missing 

number, number bond, number 

track 

 

Addition: next, more than, one 

more, add, count on, one more, 

two more, addition 

Subtraction: before, one less, 

count back, one less, take away, 

previous 

Double, more, less, count on 

 

Shape: Circle, corners, curved, 

edges, rectangle, same, sides, 

square, straight, triangle, half, 

shapes, not symmetrical, 

symmetry, symmetrical, table, 

sorting, sets 
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Add, equals, number sentence, 

teen numbers, teens, 1-digit, 

coins, ones, place value, place-

value cards, tens, age, biggest, 

compare, comparing, in between, 

middle, number track, oldest, 

order, ordering, smallest, 

youngest, biggest, fewer, greater, 

larger, largest, less than, more 

than, number line, smaller, 1st, 

2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 

10th, first, second, third, fourth, 

fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, 

tenth, ordinal numbers 

Balance, equals, number balance, 

number card, number sentence, 

pairs, the same as, matching, 

number fact, number track, 

calculation, double, pairs to 10 

 

Addition: Add, additions, count 

on, total 

Subtraction: subtract, take away, 

remove, subtraction, count back 

 Measure: Above, around, 

backwards, behind, below, 

beside, between, bottom, close, 

direction, down, far, forwards, in 

front of, inside, left, middle, near, 

outside, over, right, top, under, 

up, compare, in between, high, 

higher, highest, long, longer, 

longest, short, shorter, shortest, 

tall, taller, tallest, estimate, 

height, length, measure, metre, 

metre stick, width, centimetres, 

ruler, coins, fifty pence, five 

pence, half, largest, lowest, 

money, one pence, one pound, 

order, pennies, smallest, ten 

pence, twenty pence, two pence, 

two pounds, value, worth, 

amount, bigger than, equals, less 

than, pence, teen number, coin, 

fewest, fewer, greater than 
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Digit, row, column, tens, ones, 

between, number, formation 

 

Tens, ones, pattern, make, 

number pairs, double, number 

story, number sentence, 

calculation 

 

Addition: More, after, more, 

total, add, addition, count on, 

larger, more than 

Subtraction: less, before, 

subtract, left, take away, smaller 

Double, tens, counting on, 

counting back, fives, multiple, 

pattern, digit, twos, estimate, 

guess, 10s, range 

 

Shape: 3D, 2D, faces, corners, 

edges, curved, flat, cube, cuboid, 

sphere, cylinder, cone, pyramid, 

faces, edges, corners, flat, 

curved,  

Measure: week, day, Monday, 

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 

Friday, Saturday, Sunday, 

weekend, weekday, calendar, 

month, year, season, January, 

February, March, April, May, 

June, July, August, September, 

October, November, December, 

spring, summer, autumn, winter 
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Odd, even, equal, half, left over, 

digit, share, pattern, tens, ones, 

teen number, coin, pence, 

amount, how much, 

 

Equals, number pair, number 

bond, number fact, how much, 

how many 

  

Addition: add, total, more, 

altogether, count on 

Subtraction: subtract, take away, 

subtraction, fewer, count back, 

left, reduce, less, before, after, 

smaller 

Count, total, altogether, fives, 

tens, pattern, double, add, even, 

odd, column 

 

Shape: rectangle, hexagon, 

square, triangle, circle, 

whole 

Measure: Time, hours, clock, 

week, day, before, after, daytime, 

night time, morning, midday, 

afternoon, evening, weekend, 

weekday, months, o'clock, digital, 

analogue, clock, time, half past, 

night, minute, second, ruler, 

metre stick, length, longest, 

shortest, longer, shorter, long 

Half, quarter, equal 
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More, less, below, above, right, 

left, add, subtract, equals, 

investigation, pattern, tens, ones, 

digit, diagonal, total, place value 

 

Equals, pattern, predict, number 

facts, bond, double, calculations, 

bigger, bonds, pair, biggest, near 

double, digit,   

 

Addition: Add, more, total, 

increase 

Subtraction: take away reduce 

subtract, less 

 

Half, even, odd, equal 

 

Measure: Bigger, smaller, higher, 

lower, less, more, heavier, 

lighter, heaviest, lightest, weight, 

fewer, capacity, full, tallest, 

shortest, measure, coin, note, 

value, copper, silver, gold, less, 

worth, how much 

Half, quarter, whole, part 
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Tens, ones, row, column, 

between, smaller, larger, greater, 

largest, smallest, digit, pence, 

coins, add, teen numbers, odd, 

even, pattern, biggest, place 

value, more, less, before, after, 

subtract, count  

 

Number fact, spend, price, digit, 

tens 

 

Addition: add, counting on, more 

Subtraction: subtract, change, 

less 

Twos, fives, tens, pattern, 

multiple, multiply, groups of, 

double, half, add, equal, ones, 

count 

 

Shape: shape, circle, triangle, 

oval, rectangle, repeating pattern 

Measure: o'clock, half past, 

quarter past, quarter to, time, 

analogue, hands, digital, minutes, 

pictogram, common, most, least, 

popular, more, less, block, graph, 

information, length, long, short, 

longest, shortest, how much,  

 

Double, half, equal, odd, even 

 

 


